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Abstract

Researchers in Natural Language Processing (NLP) and recommendation systems typically train machine learning models on large corpora. In many cases, the corpus is constructed using annotations from a third-party, such as crowd-sourced workers, volunteers, or real users of the social networking services. This opens the possibility of malicious agents providing harmful data into the corpus to introduce unwanted behavior into the model’s performance. Existing methods to mitigate the existence of such data are often not applicable or considerably costly. In our paper, we propose personalized solutions for building trusted AI models that possess some inherent resistance against malicious annotations. The personalized human-centered model is trained on textual content and learns representations of users providing their annotations for that content. We compare the predictive performance of such models and a non-personalized baseline on multivariate regression tasks at various levels of simulated malicious annotations. Our results show that the personalized model outperforms the baseline consistently at any malicious annotation level. This makes AI models adapt to the needs of specific users and thus protect them from the effect of potential poisonous attacks.
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1. Introduction

It is common in recommender systems for some users to run fake profiles to create biased ratings for content in the system [1]. This malicious behavior is known as poisonous, shilling, or profile injection attacks [2]. They can be motivated by unfair competition in the market for products and services and the likes or dislikes of music and video creators. One of the more controversial uses of such attacks is politically or ideologically motivated [3], when a group of users agree against a certain person or topic and, for example, maliciously report content about the chosen topic as offensive. Some systems have built-in mechanisms to learn what content to show people based on such reports [4]. A bigger challenge seems to be using this type of data to train general-purpose classifiers to filter unwanted content, such as hate speech [5, 6].

Today, increasing interest in NLP is directed toward personalized models for subjective tasks [7, 8, 9]. Such tasks are those for which it is difficult to obtain high agreement between annotators and include recognizing emotions, hate speech, or humor in a text. Naturally, content reception will not be the same for everyone reading a text. However, creating datasets annotated by many people from different backgrounds and cultural circles is very expensive. Often, the problem of differences in decisions toward the same object is overlooked in favor of majority voting or creating guidelines to train a group of annotators to get high agreement on their ratings [10].

On the other hand, the use of crowdsourcing platforms is becoming increasingly popular. The cost of obtaining information is lower than hiring annotators, and more diverse content evaluations can be obtained. In addition, in many social media, the text is an important content medium, subject to evaluation by millions of users, making it possible for owners of such platforms to use such data to create filters for unwanted content. New personalized models, in particular, use both the similarity of a person’s behavior to other users, as well as their individual content preferences, to make inferences [7].

In this work, we tested how well the best-personalized architectures for inferring textual content are robust to poisonous attacks. For the study, we used the GoEmotions dataset containing nearly 60k texts from Reddit annotated by a large group of people with 28 emotion categories [11]. Using selected keywords, we simulated the poisonous attack of a group of people on annotated texts (training data). We tested how their attack affects the decision of a system trained on such data on a group of normal users. We compared the non-personalized baseline SOTA in NLP (finetuned transformer) with two personalized transformer-based models: HuBi-Medium and User-ID [12]. The results show that the personalized models are significantly more resistant to poisonous attacks than the baseline models. The larger the group of attackers, the greater the differences in favor of the personalized models.
2. Related Work

There have been some efforts to taxonomize attack methods against machine learning models. In general, attack types can be distinguished into *poisoning attack* and *evasion attack* [13]. A poisoning attack aims to alter the training data to affect the training process, whereas an evasion attack aims to exploit weaknesses in the model without affecting the training process.

Poisoning attacks can be performed with various techniques. In image recognition, backdooring poisoning attack is popular [14, 15]. In this case, a backdoor is a perturbation inserted into an image that triggers misclassification to a label selected by the attacker. Another technique is clean-label poisoning [14], in which additional data is embedded into the image without changing the label. In NLP, a similar approach to backdooring poisoning attacks has been investigated. This approach relies on a trigger inserted into the training data to cause misclassification. The trigger may be an uncommon word or a sequence of characters in the example text [16, 17], but it can also be a carefully crafted malicious word embedding [18]. In the recommendation systems, poisoning is often performed in the form of shilling attack [2, 19, 1], where specific examples are crafted with fake user profiles and are inserted into the target system to generate recommendations toward specific items selected by the attacker for the target users.

Some proposed defense mechanisms to protect machine learning models include comparing the model’s performance periodically against a clean baseline [20], adding noise to the example, entropy analysis [21], early stopping of the training, perplexity analysis, embedding distance analysis [17], and rating time series analysis [2]. However, these options are costly, not always applicable, or unreliable. In this paper, we propose a model with inherent resistance against malicious annotations. Instead, it may complement existing defense methods to improve the system further.

3. Dataset

We used GoEmotions [11] to create datasets for our experiments. It contains 211,225 annotations from 82 unique annotators working on 58,011 unique texts curated from Reddit. Up to five unique annotators rated a given text. Each annotation consists of 28 emotional class labels. The annotators could assign more than one label to a given text. Also, the annotators may not assign any emotional class label and mark the text as unclear.

There is a striking class imbalance in GoEmotions, as shown in Figure 1. Some classes, such as *Neutral*, *Approval*, and *Admiration* have very high occurrences, while other classes, such as *Pride*, *Relief*, and *Grief* are very rare. The class imbalance is problematic because it creates difficulties in interpreting the results of the experiments.

Therefore, instead of predicting specific emotions, we try to predict the sentiments in the annotations. This allows us to group the emotional class labels by following the result of the sentiment analysis performed by the authors of GoEmotions, as shown in Table 1. Although there is still some class imbalance when using sentimental class labels, it is less substantial.

### Table 1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentiment</th>
<th>Emotions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>admiration, amusement, approval, desire, excitement, gratitude, love, optimism, pride, caring, joy, relief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>anger, annoyance, disappointment, disgust, embarrassment, fear, nervousness, remorse, sadness, disapproval, grief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguous</td>
<td>confusion, curiosity, realization, surprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>neutral</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 1](image-url): Emotion distribution in GoEmotions dataset. The Y-axis values show the annotation count, while the X-axis values show the emotional class labels.

For our first experiment, we prepared a list of keywords that was used to simulate malicious annotations. Then, we filtered out from GoEmotions only texts that contain at least one keyword. The resulting dataset consists of 18,326 annotations. The sentiment distribution in the
dataset for the first experiment is shown in Figure 2.

3.2. Experiment 2: Attack Simulation with Ratio of Malicious Users

For our second experiment, we created a dataset consisting of 50% texts containing at least one keyword and 50% texts without any keyword. We also want the dataset to possess roughly equal sentiment distribution. We do this by first dropping annotations with all zeroes in all sentiments and texts that fewer than three annotators rate. Then, we filter only texts that contain at least one keyword, resulting in 18,198 annotations. After that, from an initial sentiment distribution analysis, we found that the sentiment Positive is the most prominent in the picked annotations, followed by Negative, Neutral, and Ambiguous. So, we randomly pick more annotations for the same total number of annotations, but by giving a greater portion for Ambiguous sentiment, followed by Neutral, Negative, and Positive. The final dataset consists of 36,396 annotations. The sentiment distribution in the final dataset for the second experiment is shown in Figure 3.

4. Poisoning Strategy

In our experiments, we assume a scenario where the texts are annotated by users whose genuineness cannot always be guaranteed. These users know that the annotations will be used to train a machine-learning model, but they do not know or care about its architecture. Some of these users may provide malicious annotations.

However, in individual perspectives modeling, it is important to distinguish the concept of malicious annotation from subjective judgment because they both may appear as statistical outliers. By the term malicious, we mean that the user does not annotate the given text based on any personal value or moral justification. Instead, they annotate to introduce unwanted behavior into the resulting model or at least degrade the performance of the resulting model. We also assume that the users do not have direct access to the environment where the model is trained, and they do not possess high technical capabilities. Therefore, the only way for the users to affect the resulting model is through the annotations.

To simulate such malicious annotators in our experiments, we deploy a poisoning strategy similar to the trigger-based poisoning attack technique commonly discussed in the literature [16, 17]. We define a list of keywords that will act as triggers to change the annotations’ values. These keywords are selected from the top 500 most frequent words in GoEmotions. However, the difference from the common poisoning strategy is that we only change the annotations from users of the Experimental group. In contrast, the annotations from users of the Control group remain untouched. Table 2 contains the list of keywords. Finally, testing is performed only on the Control group users to see how malicious annotations during training affect test predictions for genuine users.

4.1. Experiment 1: Attack Simulation with Compromise Probability

In the first experiment, we introduce a compromise probability to determine whether the annotations should be changed. This is to simulate the behavior of a malicious user who may not always annotate maliciously. We use compromise probability values of 0.0, 0.125, 0.25, 0.375, and 0.5. All malicious users are taken from the entire Experimental group, which has a fixed size, so the ratio of malicious users to all users remains the same for each compromise probability value. Malicious annotations are created by changing the Negative label to 1 and the other labels to 0. The main goal of the attack is to associate the keywords with the Negative sentiment, although such
Table 2: Poisoning Strategy Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>man, guy, fuck, shit, fucking, guys, hell, reddit, men, god, religion, dumb, government, racist, subreddit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Malicious annotations
The ratio of texts containing a trigger to all texts, first experiment 100%
The ratio of malicious users to all users, first experiment 0.5

Compromise probability, first experiment 0, 0.125, 0.25, 0.375, and 0.5
The ratio of texts containing a trigger to all texts, second experiment 50%
The ratio of malicious users to all users, second experiment 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5
Compromise probability, second experiment – (1.0)

Figure 4: The poisoning strategy in the second experiment. The malicious users are randomly picked from the Experimental group. For example, if there are 82 users in total, then a 10% ratio of malicious users to all users is equal to 8 users. Those eight users are randomly picked from the Experimental group.

5. Dataset Splitting

5.1. Experiment 1: Attack Simulation with Compromise Probability

Our dataset splitting strategy for the first experiment can be seen in Figure 5. First, we randomly choose 50% of all annotators to be put in the Experimental group, whose annotations may be tweaked to simulate malicious annotations. The remaining annotators are put in the Control group, whose annotations are unchanged. Then, we divide the dataset into train, val, and test splits with the ratio 70:20:10, and with the condition that the train and val splits have to contain annotations from both genuine users (Control group) and malicious users (Experimental group). During testing, only predictions for genuine users are compared against the real annotations to compute the result.

5.2. Experiment 2: Attack Simulation with Ratio of Malicious Users

The dataset splitting strategy for our second experiment is depicted in Figure 6. It is adapted from [22]. The division of texts into past, present, future1, and future2 partitions is to simulate available data in a working prediction system. The past partition represents initial annotations made by users when they start using the system. The present partition is analogous to annotations generated by the system’s operation. The Future1 and Future2 partitions are meant for validation and test purposes, respectively. Meanwhile, the user-based split follows the 10-fold cross-validation schema. Similar to the first experiment, the train and val splits contain both genuine and malicious user annotations. During testing, only predictions for genuine users are compared against the real annotations to compute the result.
Figure 5: Dataset splitting in the first experiment. Only predictions for genuine users (the Control group) are considered during testing.

Figure 6: Dataset splitting in the second experiment. Only predictions for genuine users (the Control group) are considered during testing.

6. Models

For the sentiment prediction task based on individual perspectives, we take advantage of the following sources of information: text embeddings, user IDs, user embeddings, and word biases. Text embeddings are acquired from the pre-trained language model. The Baseline model is trained with text embeddings without any user information. On the other hand, the personalized User-ID model is trained with text embeddings and user IDs. Meanwhile, the personalized HuBi-Medium model is trained with text embeddings, user embeddings, and word biases. In personalized models, we assume minimal user knowledge in the form of several texts annotated by the user in the training set, as in [23].

6.1. Baseline

We feed text embeddings acquired from the pre-trained language model into the Baseline model and train it on each user’s annotation. This is based on the common approach in NLP where, on a given text, the predictive model provides one unified prediction output for any user. In other words, the Baseline model is trained to produce prediction outputs that are general enough to suit most users, similar to [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35].

6.2. User-ID

The User-ID model is a personalized model proposed in [6, 9]. To achieve personalization, the user ID of the annotator providing the annotation is added to the text embedding as a special token. Notably, in BERT-based models, special tokens receive their unique embeddings. Then, we feed text embeddings containing user information into the User-ID model and train it on each user’s annotation.

6.3. HuBi-Medium

The HuBi-Medium model is introduced in [7]. It achieves personalization by optimizing a multi-dimensional latent vector representing the users. This model is based on the Neural Collaborative Filtering (NFC) technique commonly implemented in recommendation systems. However, NFC cannot be applied directly for individual perspective modeling due to the cold start problem. Constructing a decent user representation from scratch is difficult when most texts in the dataset do not receive many annotations. HuBi-Medium overcomes the cold start problem by initializing the latent vector randomly and optimizing the latent vector via backpropagation. The relationship between the user and the given text is signified by the element-wise multiplication between the user embedding and the text embedding, as shown in Figure 7. The result goes into a fully connected layer and gets summed with word biases to output the prediction. The prediction output is mathematically defined as:

\[
\text{Prediction} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{Element-wise Multiplication} \left( \text{User Embedding}, \text{Text Embedding} \right) + \text{Sum of All Word Biases}
\]
We utilize Mean Squared Error (MSE) for the loss function. We perform both experiments with fine-tuned models. We design each experiment as a multivariate regression. It is simple to implement without requiring any extension. The experiments are performed in isolated environments. Finally, we perform independent samples t-test on the results with $\alpha = 0.05$. We accept the null hypothesis if $p_{\text{value}} > \alpha$, meaning there is no significant difference between the two models. We reject the null hypothesis if $p_{\text{value}} \leq \alpha$, meaning there is a significant difference between the two models.

7. Experimental Setup

We design each experiment as a multivariate regression. The task is to simultaneously predict sentiment perception for a given text and a given user in four sentimental labels. The output for each sentimental label is a continuous value in the interval $[0,1]$ that can be interpreted as the probability for the user to label the given text with the associated sentimental label. We use the $R^2$ metric to evaluate the models. This measure gives us information on how close the model is to the correct decision.

The first experiment is repeated through 5 iterations. In each iteration, the average $R^2$ value of each configuration is calculated from its $R^2$ values from all labels. At the end of the experiment, we analyze the best result from each configuration. Meanwhile, the second experiment deploys a 10-fold cross-validation to evaluate the models over 10 different user-based subsets of equal size. Then, we calculate the average $R^2$ value from each label of each configuration.

7.1. Language Model

For our experiments, we use DistilBERT [36], a Transformer-based language model. It is a distilled version of BERT [37]. We choose DistilBERT because it is significantly faster to train while having almost similar language understanding proficiency as the original BERT. We perform both experiments with fine-tuned models. In fine-tuning, all layers of the pre-trained models are unfrozen. This allows pre-trained models to be updated via backpropagation during training.

7.2. Hyperparameter Settings

We utilize Mean Squared Error (MSE) for the loss function and the Adam optimizer. The optimal hyperparameter settings for each model are investigated individually, where it is found that all models perform best with a learning rate of 5e-5. All models are trained for three epochs. In the case of the User-ID model, the size of the text embedding needs to be adjusted due to the additional special tokens. Meanwhile, in the case of the HuBi-Medium model, we need to set several additional hyperparameter settings. The user embedding size is set to 82, equal to the total number of annotators in the dataset. The hidden size for the last fully connected layer is set to 20. The dropout layer above the user embedding is given a rate of 0.2 to prevent overfitting.

7.3. Statistical Testing

We perform statistical tests to ensure the significance of the differences between the models. First, we check the distribution normality with Q-Q plots and the Shapiro-Wilk test, where the significance level $\alpha$ is set to 0.05. We also check the variance homogeneity with the Levene test. We assume that the groups in the data are independent because the results come from different models that do not affect each other. The experiments are performed in isolated environments. Finally, we perform independent samples t-test on the results with $\alpha = 0.05$. We accept the null hypothesis if $p_{\text{value}} > \alpha$, meaning there is no significant difference between the two models. We reject the null hypothesis if $p_{\text{value}} \leq \alpha$, meaning there is a significant difference between the two models.

8. Results

In the first experiment, we only used the User-ID model here to be compared against the Baseline model because it is simple to implement without requiring any extension. Figure 8 presents the result from the first experiment. In the second experiment, we compare User-ID and HuBi-Medium personalized models against the Baseline model. Figure 9 presents the aggregated result from this experiment, while Figure 10 shows the results in each sentiment category.

8.1. Experiment 1: Attack Simulation with Compromise Probability

The User-ID model obtains the best result, with a consistent advantage over the Baseline model at any compromise probability level. Even in the clean dataset setting without malicious annotation, User-ID can achieve an $R^2$ score of 28.22%, which is 3.35 percentage points (pp.) higher than the Baseline model. On the other hand, the Baseline model can only achieve an $R^2$ score of 24.87% in the clean dataset setting. This shows that using a personalized model can improve the system’s predictive performance even when we are certain that the dataset does not contain malicious annotation. Personalization enriches the model to make more accurate decisions in the context of a specific user about whom the model has minimal knowledge, as shown in [7, 6, 12].

As the compromise probability level increases, the predictive performance of the Baseline model steadily decreases. In general, every time the compromise probability decreases.
is increased by 0.125, the $R^2$ score of the Baseline model drops by roughly 1.73 pp. The exception is when the compromise probability is increased from 0.375 to 0.5, where the $R^2$ score dramatically drops by 6.12 pp. from 19.68% to 13.56%. This suggests that the Baseline model cannot converge properly when the frequency of malicious annotations is high.

Meanwhile, the User-ID model exhibits a more stable performance. With each 0.125 increase of the compromise probability, the $R^2$ score changes by only about 0.35 to 0.93 pp. Even when the compromise probability is increased from 0.375 to 0.5, the $R^2$ score only decreases by 0.77 pp. from 27.50% to 26.73%. In addition, the statistical tests show that the differences between User-ID and Baseline across the compromise probability values are significant with 95% confidence.

Our result shows that the higher the compromise probability, the greater the advantage offered by the User-ID model over the Baseline model. This is due to the ability of User-ID to learn about the users that make the annotations. By providing information about the user as an additional special token, the User-ID model can make personalized predictions, where harmful predictions are more likely to be made on users that make malicious annotations and less likely on users making genuine annotations.

### 8.2. Experiment 2: Attack Simulation with Ratio of Malicious Users

The models do not give any significant difference up to the 30% malicious annotator level (MAL). At 30% MAL, both User-ID and HuBi-Medium start to outperform the Baseline model, but the differences are still insignificant. However, at 40% MAL, both User-ID and HuBi-Medium perform similarly with a dramatic advantage over the Baseline model, with 95% confidence. At 50% MAL, HuBi-Medium can maintain a stable performance, significantly outperforming both User-ID and the Baseline model. In contrast, the User-ID model fails to gain a significant difference from the Baseline model.

Notably, all models perform similarly in the Ambiguous category. User-ID outperforms HuBi-Medium and the Baseline model in the Ambiguous category at 40% MAL. However, all models perform similarly when there is a 50% MAL. This is because Ambiguous is a difficult category to predict. Unlike Positive and Negative sentiments, which very often can be indicated by the presence of nuanced words in the texts, the Ambiguous sentiment often requires additional knowledge that cannot be easily represented in the language modeling, such as the text’s context in the Reddit thread or cultural circle of the user.

At 10% and 20% MAL, the Baseline seems to outperform all personalized models. However, the statistical tests indicate that these levels’ differences are insignificant. Nevertheless, the high $R^2$ mean of the Baseline model at these levels can be explained, which is due to abnormal behavior in the Neutral category and the Positive category. In the Neutral category, the Baseline model delivers a sharp increase in the $R^2$ score at 10% MAL. This is caused by the poisoning strategy, where the annotation for the Neutral category is always changed to zero in the presence of a trigger in the given text. It just happens that the small number of changed Neutral annotations conform to the majority of the genuine Neutral annotations on the affected texts. A similar phenomenon happens in the Positive category. Later, when the MAL is increased from 10% to 20%, the $R^2$ score in the Neutral category immediately drops, indicating that the malicious annotations start to contrast and overwhelm the genuine annotations on the affected texts. Meanwhile, the $R^2$ score of the Baseline model in the Positive category starts to drop when the MAL is greater than 20%.

The User-ID model starts gaining an advantage over the Baseline model at 30% MAL, but it only becomes significant at 40% MAL. At 40% MAL, User-ID is significantly better than the Baseline model in Ambiguous, Neutral, and Negative categories, as well as the overall mean.

The User-ID model loses its significant advantage at 50% MAL. Due to the low exposure of texts to users in the dataset, User-ID tends to put greater importance to the text embeddings than the user ID special tokens. The great number of malicious annotations affects the fine-tuning process on the text embedding layer significantly. To counter this effect, User-ID requires each text to be annotated by more users to put greater importance to the user ID special tokens. Unfortunately, such a condition cannot be obtained using GoEmotions, so we will need to investigate the phenomenon further in the future with a different dataset.

In the Positive category, the User-ID model has worse performance than both the Baseline and the HuBi-Medium model. Considering that people tend to have high agreement on the Positive sentiment, it appears that predicting this category based on aggregated data alone (the Baseline) may deliver accurate results more often than predicting the individuals (the User-ID model). However, the Baseline suffers from the poisoning attack significantly at MAL >30%.

HuBi-Medium seems to be the best solution for the problem. In the Positive category, it performs similarly to the Baseline at 0 – 30% MAL, and it outperforms the Baseline at MAL >30%. This is because the HuBi-Medium model considers the word biases, which are the main reason for the high agreement in the Positive category. The HuBi-Medium model still offers the benefit of personalization in increasing resistance against malicious annotations, as seen in the minimal drops of predictive performance at 40% MAL and 50% MAL, due to having the user embeddings.
The HuBi-Medium model is generally the best-performing model due to its stability. HuBi-Medium experiences minimal drops in the overall predictive performance at 10\% – 30\% MAL, where a 10\% increase in the ratio of malicious annotators to all annotators only reduces the $R^2$ mean by about 1.05 pp. When the MAL is increased from 30\% to 40\%, the $R^2$ mean only decreases by 2.4 pp. When the MAL is further increased from 40\% to 50\%, the $R^2$ mean only decreases by 3.12 pp. The drops are much smaller than the drops the other models experienced. Also, HuBi-Medium is the best-performing model at 40\% and 50\% MAL.

HuBi-Medium can maintain a stable performance because it extends the basic BERT architecture with user embeddings and word biases. During fine-tuning, the user embeddings can be optimized more precisely than only individual user ID tokens. Meanwhile, the word biases help to prevent dramatic changes in the weights of the text embeddings when malicious annotations are present. A potential drawback of using HuBi-Medium is that the training process tends to be longer due to having more trainable parameters. However, in our experiments with small datasets, the differences in training time are negligible.

9. Conclusions and Future Work

This work is part of a larger research investigating personalized transformer models’ resistance against malicious annotations. Our results show that such personalized models are promising solutions for a human-centered trusted AI. In the scenario where attackers do not always perform malicious annotations, the personalized model consistently outperforms the baseline model with minimal decreases in average predictive performance. In a bigger scenario that includes untriggered texts, the effects of the poisoning attack become significant when the ratio of malicious annotators to all annotators is greater than 30\%. At that point, the personalized models User-ID and HuBi-Medium show higher predictive performance than the baseline model.

We must thoroughly examine the limits of the resistance offered by personalized transformer models. In addition, the personalized models need to be evaluated in other machine learning tasks with different datasets and tested against more sophisticated attack methods. We would also like to study possible extensions to the personalized models to increase the resistance against malicious annotations further.
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